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Top 5 Reasons To Visit Italy In
2021

EXPERIENCING THE HISTORY FIRST-

HAND 

It is no mystery that Italy is a history buff's

dream, so if you can not get enough of the

monuments and their accompanying grandeur,

why not consider staying in one yourself? Villa

San Michele is one such option; It's a former

13th-century chapel and monastery that is ideal

for a family or group vacation!

Classic Sicily
Italy is a magnificent one-of-a-kind country that we believe everyone

must visit at least once in their lives. Still undecided? We have compiled
a list of our top five reasons why you must right away connect with a

trusted Italy travel service and plan a visit to this absolutely splendid
destination.

EXPLORING THE WORLD-FAMOUS

VATICAN

It may be a tourist snare, but there's an

explanation why the world's smallest nation

continues to attract visitors – in fact, there

are several explanations. From the Sistine

Chapel to Saint Peter's Square— a day's

itinerary for Holy sightseeing is a must.

SAVOR THE JAZZ 

Every year, Umbria holds two magnificent Jazz

Festivals: one in the summer in Perugia and

another in the winter in Orvieto. Iconic artists

such as B.B. King, Tony Bennet, and even Elton

John have performed in these quaint historical

cities— Another solid reason to connect with an

Italy travel service right away.

.

MESMERIZING LAKES

The Italian lakes are simply stunning and

unmatched. While they are often associated with

romantic vacations, they are also excellent

family holidaying destinations— thanks to the

abundance of things to see and do. Trasimeno

Lake is amongst favorites— One of Italy's most

gorgeous lakes; this exquisite site is a must-see.

Visitors can take a ferry to one of the three

islands in the lake, one of which has the ruins of

a Franciscan convent.

LUXURIOUS ITALIAN VILLAS

Ranging from rural cottages to opulent

mansions, the holiday properties in Italy

are absolutely gorgeous. In fact, Tuscany

happens to be the home to some of the

country's most stunning villas.
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